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Auto reply outlook 2016 without exchange

In my previous article, I explained how you can set up an automatic reply for Outlook Exchange accounts. Today, I'll show you how you can automatically reply emails without using an Exchange Server account. If you're not sure which email account you're using, first check this: How do I know which email account I'm using? As you know which type of account you have, let's set
up an out of office automatic. Set up out-of-office automatic reply for Outlook POP3/IMAP accounts Unlike Exchange accounts, POP3 and IMAP accounts don't have Automatic Replies (formally out of office assistant). Nevertheless, you can set Outlook to automatically reply to some or all incoming e-mail messages during your vacation. Note For POP/IMAP accounts, Outlook
should always be running and configured to check for new messages from time to time. Naturally, your computer must be turned on at all times. Of course, it is not very convenient, or it can even be dangerous to leave the work machine unattended for a long time, but there is no other way. However, some email providers (e.g. gmail or Outlook.com) allow you to create autoreplies
directly on their websites. So first of all I would advise you to contact your email provider if you can set up a holiday auto-reply on their side. See step-by-step instructions on how to create an automatic out-of-office reply without using an Exchange Server account. You can do this by using an email template in combination with Outlook rules. But be aware that this feature is
available in Outlook 2010 since Office 2010 Service Pack 1. Okay, let's go crack! Create an automatic message template First, we need to create an out-of-office message template that's automatically sent to the people who sent you an email. To do this, click the New Email button on the Home tab as usual. Create auto reply text. If it is intended for your personal account, it may
be similar to what you see in the image below. For an out of office administration business, you'll probably need something a little more formal :) After you've written a message, click File &gt; Save As in the message window to save it. In the Save As dialog box, type a name in the auto reply template and choose whether you want to save it as an Outlook template (*.oft). Then
click Save. Warning for advanced users: do not change the destination folder for this file, save it exactly to the location suggested by Microsoft, in the Microsoft folder &gt; Templates. Why advanced users? you can ask me. Since the new user would not even dare to think about changing anything, if they are explicitly told to do so :). Well, we the first part of the job, and now you
need to create an automatic reply rule to the e-mail messages. Set up an automatic leave rule Start creating a new rule, as usual, by clicking the New Rule button on the Home tab &gt; Rules &gt; Manage Rules and Alerts. Select Start from blank rule and Apply rules to messages I receive, and then click Next. Enter the conditions you want to review. If you're setting up an out-ofoffice automatic reply for all incoming messages received from all accounts, you don't have to check here for any items. If you want automatic replies to be sent only for messages received from one of your accounts or containing specific words in the subject or body, or received from specific people, check the appropriate options at the top of the dialog box in step 1: Select
conditions, and then click the underlined values in step 2: Edit the rule description. For example, I create a rule to automatically commiss all messages received with my personal account, and my settings look like this: The next step, you define what you want to do with messages. Because we want to reply using a specific template, we select exactly this option, and then we click a
specific template under Step 2: Edit the rule description and select the template we want. In the Select response template dialog box, in the Search user templates box in the file system, select the template we created a few minutes ago (out of office reply). Click Open to go back to the Rules Wizard, where you click Next. In this step, you set exceptions to the auto-reply rule. This
is not a mandatory step and it is common practice to skip it and not add any exceptions. However, if you don't want to send an out-of-office notification to some senders or messages received from one of your accounts, you can check except from people or a public group or except through a specified account. You can also choose from a few other exceptions available to you.
Note: Some people also choose not to automatically reply to returned emails (if the subject contains returned mail or undeliverable, etc.) so as not to create an infinite loop between two mail servers and not to stuff their inboxes with undelivered messages. But this is actually another precautionary measure because a reply rule using a specific template sends an automatic reply
only once during a single session, that is, until outlook restarts. And if you set such an exception, the automatic reply will not be sent to absolutely all emails containing the specified word or phrase in the subject line, such as What should I do if I receive returned mail?. This is the last step in which you enter the name of the auto-reply rule and check the description of the rule. If
everything is to make sure the rule is turned on, and then click Finish to save the rule. That's it! In a similar way, you can set several rules for automatically responding to holidays, vacations, with different text messages for your personal and work email accounts, or for messages received from some people. For example, in a personal automatic set for your friends, you can leave
a phone number where you can be found; while in your business autoreply you can enter the email address of your assistant or colleague who can handle the most pressing matters while on vacation. Tip: If you're creating several automatic reply rules, you can check stop processing multiple rules so that your automatic vacation automatic payments don't conflict with each other.
This option is available in the third step of the Rules Wizard when you specify what you want to do with the message. However, be very careful when selecting this option. If you have any other rules in Outlook, and you want them to be applied to incoming messages while on vacation, do not stop processing multiple rules. Important! Be sure to turn off the auto autoreply rule when
you return :) You can do this by using the Home tab &gt; Rules &gt; Manage Rules and Alerts. Also, it may be a good idea to create an Outlook task or to-do reminder that reminds you to disable the out of office automatic reply rule. Gmail is one of the email providers that allow you to configure automatic vacation responses on your website. This way you won't have to let your
computer work while you're away. Here's how to set up Gmail. Sign in to Gmail. Click the gear icon in the upper-right corner and choose Settings. On the General tab, scroll down to Vacation Response and select Vacation Response. Schedule an automatic vacation response by setting the first and last days (optional) and specify the subject and body of the message. If you don't
specify an end date, be sure to set a vacation reminder on your return. It's pretty simple, isn't it? Tip: It may be a good idea to select Only send a reply to people in my contacts. Unlike Microsoft Exchange and Outlook, which send an automatic reply to each sender only once, Gmail automatically sends your vacation every 4 days to each person who sends you several emails. And
if you get a lot of spam messages, or if you're leaving for a long time, it can help you avoid a lot of cleaning when you get back. Setting up automatic vacation responses for Outlook.com and Hotmail Outlook.com accounts (formerly Hotmail) also lets you set up out-of-office automatic replies right on hotmail and Outlook.com. This feature is called automatic vacation replies, and you
can set it up this way. Go Outlook.com (or Windows Live Hotmail) and sign in. If you have Outlook.com account, click the Gear icon in the next to your name and select More mail settings. If you have a Hotmail account, click your name in the upper-right corner, and then choose Options &gt; &gt; Under Account management, select Send automatic vacation replies and configure
auto-reply settings. Outlook.com the option to schedule out-of-office replies, so simply select Send vacation replies to people who email me by email, and enter the text of the vacation notification. Note that the Only reply to your contacts option is checked by default under reply to holiday messages. If you want to automatically reply to everyone's email, you can, of course, uncheck
it. Although, it may be wise to have the check thwarted by spammers. Note: If you have a Outlook.com account, Vacation Replies might be turned off. Microsoft will automatically enable it after you've used your account after a few days. If you want to turn it on right away, you'll need to verify your account using your mobile phone number, so you can do so using their Add a phone
page. Well, that seems to be all you need to know about automatic replies to different email accounts. Now that your out-of-office automatic reply is configured correctly, shut up your computer (remember to let it run if you're using a POP/IMAP account) and enjoy your vacation! :) If you work at a company, it's likely that your email inbox is running on an enterprise email server that
manages your IT team. Setting up automatic out-of-office replies is easy in this scenario and can be done in a few easy steps. However, if you're a home user running Outlook with a POP or IMAP email account, such as Yahoo, Gmail, or Outlook.com, you can still create automatic replies, but there's a little more work to do. To simulate an Exchange-type solution, you will need to
combine an Outlook e-mail template to create a new rule. Just follow the steps below and you'll be good-to-go! To create an automatic reply (out of office) in Outlook for POP or IMAPFirst, you must create an administration template. To do this, click the Home tab on the ribbon to create a new email. Then type the message you want to send as an automatic reply. After you create
the message, go to the file &gt; Save As. In the Save As dialog box, type an out-of-office name, and then select Save as Type from the drop-down menu, and then save it to the appropriate location. By default, it is saved to C:\Users\pcname\AppData\Roaming\Microsoft\Templates\*.oft, but you can save it anywhere that works best for you. Now you need to create a new rule to
automatically reply to new messages that will be delivered with the template. Toss Home Rules &gt; &gt; Manage Rules &amp; Notifications. Select a new rule, and under Start from blank rule, click Apply rules to messages I receive, and then click Further. When you run the Rules Wizard, check all the necessary conditions. Here I usually check sent just to me, but technically you
don't have to choose any for the job. In the next step of the wizard, use the template, and then click the specific template reference in the Step 2 box. Now in the Reply Template dialog box, locate the template you saved, and then click Open, select all the exceptions you need (you don't have to choose any), and then click Next. Name your rule – Out of Office seems appropriate,
and in step 2: Setup options, make sure the rule is turned on, and then click Finish, and then double-click OK to close the wizard. Note that the Rules Wizard sends an automatic reply once to each sender during the session— each time you open Outlook. This rule prevents repetitive replies from being sent to a single sender from which you receive multiple messages. Remember
that a new session will start if you close and restart the app. Note also that To send an automatic reply, Outlook must be started and configured to regularly check for new messages. Microsoft Office, Office 2016, Outlook Outlook
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